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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this article we will answer a question of Isaacs that arose in the 
following set up. 
Let z be an arbitrary set of primes and let G* denote the set of 
z-elements of a n-separable group G. We consider the restriction map from 
cf(G) to cf(G*), where cf(G) and cf(G*) denote class functions defined on 
G and G*, respectively. In [S], Isaacs shows that if G is a n-separable 
group, then cf(G*) has a unique basis Z,(G) such that: 
(D) XE Irr(G)*X* is a Z”‘-linear combination of elements in 
z,(G), and 
(FS) cp E Z,(G) * 3x E Irr(G) with x* = rp. 
This construction generalised an earlier result of Isaacs appearing in [4], 
where for z = p’, the set of irreducible Brauer characters, IBr(G), is such a 
basis. Notice that in this case n-separability is in fact p-solvability. 
The strategy used to prove the linear independence of Z,(G) is to define 
in a canonical way a certain subset B,(G) E Irr(G) and then to show that 
{I*: XE B,(G)} is a basis for cf(G*) which satisfies (D), noticing that (FS) 
is trivial in this context. 
One of the key results about B,(G) is the following theorem. 
1.1. THEOREM (8.1 in [S]). Let G be n-separable and let H be a Hall 
z-subgroup of G. Suppose x E B,(G). Then the following hold: 
(a) ifaEIrr(H), then a(l)2 [xH, al x(l),. 
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(b) xH has an irreducible constituent a with x( l)K= a(l). 
(c) Zf a is as in (b), then fir II/ E B,(G) we have 
1.2. DEFINITION. Let G be n-separable and let HE Hall,(G). We say 
that a E Irr(H) is a Fang character of H in G, if there exists a x E B,(G) such 
that a is a constituent of xH and a( 1) = x( 1 ),. We then say that a is 
associated with x. 
Notice that by Theorem 1.1 above, the Fong characters of H associated 
with some x E B,(G) are precisely the irreducible constituents of xH of 
minimal degree. If XE B,(G), then xH=xX and hence the Fong characters 
associated with K are also associated with x*. The existence of the Fong 
characters is the key to proving the linear independence of the set 
ix*: XE&(G)J. In Eli, F ong proved that given cp E IBr(G), there exists an 
irreducible constituent 01 of qn such that aG= @,+,, the projective or 
principal indecomposable-character of G associated with cp and also that 
a( 1) = cp( l)P,. The study of Fong characters is the subject of study of [4], 
where Isaacs finds an equivalence relation defined on the set of characters 
(not necessarily irreducible) of a Hall a-subgroup of a n-separable group G 
that uniquely characterizes the Fong characters. In his study of the Fong 
characters he notices that Fong characters do not in general behave well 
with respect to normal subgroups. Isaacs provides us with an example (9.1 
in [4]) to illustrate that which we look at in detail at the end of this article. 
He constructs a R-separable group G and a x E B,(G) and then he goes on 
to show that there exists an a E Irr(H) and an N a G such that tl is Fong 
associated with 1 E B,(G) but no irreducible constituent of aNn H is Fong 
for N, where H is a Hall n-subgroup of G. So he asks the following 
question: 
1.3 Question (9.2 in [4] ). Let G be n-separable and HE Hall n(G). If 
cp E B,(G), does there necessarily exist an associated Fong character 
a E Irr(H) such that for every Na G, every irreducible constituent of a,,,,,” 
is Fong in N? 
We will provide an affirmative answer to Isaacs’ question and we will in 
fact show in our Theorem 3.23, that given x E B,(G) there exists a Fong 
character a such that every irreducible constituent of aSnH is Fong for all 
Sa-=lG. 
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2. REVIEW OF THE A-THEORY 
In this section we shall state the results about B,(G) that are needed to 
answer Question 1.3. A very important role in the theory of B,(G) is played 
by a certain set of irreducible characters of G which were studied 
extensively by Gajendragadkar in [Z], namely the set X,(G)s Irr(G) 
called R-special characters. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let G be x-separable. We say x E lrr(G) is n-special 
provide that: 
(i) x(l) is a n-number and 
(ii) for all Saa G and all irreducible ~o~stit~~nts B of xSt the 
determinantai order o(e) is a rr-number. 
2.2. LEMMA (Proposition 4.1 in [2 J ). Let M be a s#b~o~al subgroup of 
G. Let cp be an irreducible constituent ofxlCIfor some x E X,(C). Then cp lies 
in X,(M). 
2.3. THEOREM (Proposition 7.1 in [2]). Let G be It-separable and 
assume that G(, /IE Irr(G) are n-special and n’-special, respectively. Then the 
product aj3 is irreducible. If also at9 = a’/?‘, where a’ and p’ are n-special and 
n’qecial, then a = a’ and j3 = 8’. 
2.4. DEFINITION. If x E IrrfG) can be written in the form x = CC@, where 
a is z-special and /I is x’-special, then we say that x is ~~factarabl~. 
2.5. PROPOSITION (Lemma 5.4 in C.51). Let XE Irr(G), where G is 
n-separable. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i ) x is K-special. 
(ii) x E B,(G) and x( 1) is a ~-~a~be~. 
(iii) x E B,(G) and x is ~-factorable. 
2.6. THEOREM (Theorem 2.1 in [6]). Let G be x-separable and let 
NQG. 
(i) Ifx E B,(G), then every irreducible constituent ofxN lies in B,(N), 
(ii) If G/N is a n-group and 8 E B,(N), then every irreducible 
co~stit~~e~t of So lies in B,(G). 
(iii) If G/N is a ~‘-~rou~ and BE B,(N), then BG has a unique 
~o~stit~e~t x E B,(G), Also [xN, B f = 1. 
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2.7. COROLLARY (Corollary 7.5 in [5]). Let G be a z-separable group 
and let x E B,(G). Then every irreducible constituent of xs lies in B,(S) for 
every subnormal subgroup S of G. 
3. SUBNORMALLY FONG CHARACTERS 
In order to give our answer to Isaacs’ question we need to define the 
lower &-series of a z-separable group G. Given a n-separable group G we 
define OR(G) as the intersection of all normal subgroups of G with 
n-quotient in G. Thus G/O”(G) is the maximal z-factor group of G and 
O”(G) is a characte~stic subgroup of G. We define similarly On’(G). 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let G be z-separable, we construct the lower &-series 
of G by repeatedly applying 0” and 0”‘. This is then the series 
1 =N,QK,Q ~~~N,aK;,=G 
defined by Ni= On(Ki) and Ki= Oz’(Ni- ,) for i= 0, 1, . . . . m. 
(3.ia) 
Thus NJ&+ 1 is a n’-group and Ki/Nj is a n-group. For the first few 
terms of the lower RR’-series we shall often use the notation N,, = O”(G), 
K, = O”“(G), N1 = O’z’z(G). It is also worth noting that the lower 
&-series is a characteristic series of G. Notice that the lower &-series of 
G will indeed terminate in 1 since every chief factor of G is either a a or 
n’-group. 
3.2. DEFINITION. Let G be n-separable, HE Hall,(G), ;y E B,(G), and c( a 
Fong character of H associated with x. Then a is said to be E-Fong if given 
the lower &-series of G, 
l=N,aK,,,aN,,,-,==I ... dNoaK,=G, 
every irreducible constituent of aN,nH is Fong for Ni for all i E (0, 1, . . . . m>. 
3.3 DEFINITION. Let G be n-separable, IIE Hall,(G), and a E Irr(H) 
such that a is Fong associated with some x E B,(G). Then a is said to be 
subnormally Fong if every irreducible constituent of aSnH is Fong for S for 
all S QQ G. 
Notice that if a is n-Fong, then every irreducible constituent of aKiioH is 
Fong for Ki for all in (0, 1, . . . . m>. Also if CI is n-Fong, then every 
irreducible constituent of aNin H is n-Fong for Ni for all iE (0, 1, . . . . m f and 
in fact, every irreducible constituent of aKinH is n-Fong for Ki for all i. 
Clearly if a is subnormally Fong, then it is n-Fong. In particular, it follows 
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that if x is rc-special, then the unique Fong character c( associated with x 
is rr-Fong and in fact it is subnormally Fong. 
THEOREM A. Let G be n-separable and x E B,(G). Then there exists a 
subnormally Fong character CI associated with 1. 
In proving this theorem we also prove the following two theorems. 
THEOREM B. Let G be z-separable, HE Hall,(G), and x E B,(G). Then 
there exists a Fong character ~1 E Zrr(H) associated with x such that 
(i) every irreducible constituent of aOn(o,,,n is Fong for O”(G), and 
also 
(ii) if 6 I ~O’T(G)nHj then Z,(q) = Z,(6), where cp 1 x0.(a) such that 6 is 
Fong for cp. 
THEOREM C. Let G be n-separable, HE Hall,(G), and x E B,(G). Then 
some Fong character a E Zrr( H) associated with x is n-Fong. 
We shall prove these theorems after we prove some preliminary lemmas. 
3.4. LEMMA. Let G be n-separable, HE Hall,(G), and N u G such that 
G=NH. Let xcB,(G). rf ~lxn and cp 1 xN have a common irreducible 
constituent 6 upon restriction to N n H such that 6 is Fong for cp, then 
I”(cp) 2IH(@. 
Proof Since every element of N stabilities cp, the G-orbit of cp is in fact 
the H-orbit of cp. Hence, if 61 pNnH and hEIn( then 61 (pknH. By 
hypothesis, the character 6 is Fong associated with cp. So 6( 1) = cp( 1 ), = 
@(l),, and so 6 is Fong for ‘ph. By Theorem l.l(iii), cp must equal cph; 
therefore h E Z,(q) and the lemma is proved. 1 
3.5. LEMMA. Let G be n-separable, N -=I G such that G/N is a n-group, 
and HE Hall,(G). Let also XE B,(G), (pIxN, and 6 a Fong character of 
N n H for cp such that Z,(q) = In(d). Then there exists a unique Fong 
character u of H associated with x and lying over 6; in fact, 01 is the only 
irreducible constituent of xH lying over 6. 
Proof: Since G/N is a n-group we have that G = NH. Let T= Z,(q) and 
I= Z,(q) ( = ZH(B) by hypothesis). To prove the lemma we use induction 
on IGI. Since G = NH and N < T, it is trivial that T = N( T n H) = NZ. Thus 
Tn HE Hall,(T). Assume first that T= G, that is to say I= H. By 
Theorem 1.1 the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1 in [ 51 are satisfied and by that 
result there exists a unique irreducible constituent TV of xH lying over 6 and 
x( 1 )/a( 1) = cp( 1)/6( 1). Considering the n-parts of both sides of this equation 
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we have x(1),&( 1) = cp( 1),/6( 1) and since 6 is Fong for c;o, we have 6( 1) = 
cp( l), and hence x(l), = a(l). Thus tl is Fong for x and the lemma is true 
in this case. 
Therefore from now on we may assume that T< G, that is, Z< ZZ. Thus 
we have the following diagram: 
G 
x 
NnH 
6 
DIAGRAM 1 
Let 5 be the Clifford correspondent of x with respect to 4p; thus 
<E Irr(T[cp) and tG= x. Let I&, ~1 =e. By Corollary 7.6 in [S], the 
character 5 E B,(T), and so applying our inductive hypothesis to T, we can 
conclude that there exists a unique Fong character y of 5 such that y lies 
over 6. Since 6 is invariant in Z by hypothesis, we have yNnH = 
lb Nn Hv sl & 
By the second part of the inductive hypothesis, the character y is the only 
irreducibie constituent of ll lying over 6 and furthermore [rl, y] = 1 by 
Theorem 1.1. Therefore we have [tNnH, S] = [yNnN, S]. Next we prove 
that bNn Ht S] =e. This is because [TYNRH, S] = [2jtvrsx, S] = [riv, 91 
C4D NnH? dl=txN5 91[48NnW, fS1=e[qPNnHy 61xe- Let a=f- Since 
y~Irr(ZlG) and Z=Z,(6), the character a is irreducible by Clifford’s 
Theorem and y( 1) IH : II = a( 1). Since y is a Fong character for 5, we have 
Y(1)=5(1)m so <(l),IH:Zl=a(l) and since IH:ZI=IG:TI, we have 
t(l), IG: TI =~(l), and therefore x(l),=a(l) because t(l) IG: TI =x(l) 
and )G : Tl is a n-number. Consequently LX is a Fong character for 1. 
To prove that a is the only irreducible constituent of xH over 6 is 
equivalent to showing that [XN,,H, S] = [aNnHt S], since [xH, CX] = 1 by 
Theorem 1.1. This follows easily since [x,~,-,~, S] = [xN, fp](I~~,~, S] =e. 
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Furthermore [aNnH, S] = [yNnH, S] = e, where the first equality is due to 
Clifford’s Theorem and the second follows by the claim above. Therefore 
[X NnH9 4 = CUNnfi, S] = e. So c1 is the only irreducible constituent of xH 
lying over 6 and the lemma is proved. 1 
3.6. LEMMA. Let G be z-separable, N a G, HE Hall,(G), x E B,(G), and 
a E Zrr(H) such that tlj in. If some irreducible constituent of uNnH is Fong 
for N and an irreducible constituent of xN, then every irreducible constituent 
of x,,,,,n is Fong for N. 
Proof: Let 81~1~~~ such that 6 is Fong for N and (pIxN such that 
dlv NnH. Then since cp E B,(N) by 2.6(i), this 6 must be Fong for cp, hence 
cp( l), = 6( 1). Since N n Ha H, it follows by Clifford’s Theorem, that all 
irreducible constituents of aN n H have the same degree, that is to say 
Jh( 1) = 6( 1) for all h E H. Hence, whenever /? 1 CI~ n H and $1 x,,, such that 
Bllcl NnH, we have /3( 1) = 6( 1) = cp( 1 ), = II/( 1 ), . The last equality follows 
from the fact that cp and $ are conjugate characters and as such they have 
the same degree. So /I( 1) = II/(l),, and since II/ E B,(N) by 2.6(i), the lemma 
follows. 1 
3.1. LEMMA. Let G be a n-separable group, Ma G such that G/M is a 
&-group, HE Hall,(G), and a E Zrr(H). Then CI is Fong for G if and only if 
CI is Fong for M. 
Proof Let c1 be Fong for G; then there exists x E B,(G) such that a I xH 
and c1( 1) = x( 1 ),. Since M has rc’-index in G it contains H, and so there 
exists cp ) xM such that a I (Pi. By Clifford’s Theorem we have that x( 1) = 
escp( 1 ), where s is the length of the G-orbit of cp and e is the ramification 
number. Since both e and s are $-numbers we have that x(l), = cp( 1 ),, and 
so it follows that CI is Fong for cp. Hence CI is Fong for M. 
Conversely, if c( is Fong for M, there exists a cp E B,(M) such that CI 1 (Pi 
and M( 1) = cp( 1 ),. By Theorem 2.6(iii) there exists a unique x E B,(G) such 
that ‘PIXM, and arguing as above, x(l), = q(l),. Therefore tl is Fong for 
x and hence Fong for G. 1 
3.8. LEMMA. Let G be x-separable, HE Hall,(G), N a G, such that G/N 
is a n-group. Let x E B,(G) and a E Zrr(H) such that a is Fong for x. Assume 
further that c1 satisfies the following two conditions: 
(i) every irreducible constituent of aN n H is Fong for N, 
(ii) ifdlaNnH, then c1 is the only irreducible constituent of xH lying 
over 6. 
Then I,(cp) = I, (6), where cp is the irreducible constituent of xN such that 6 
is Fong for cp. 
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Proof By Lemma 3.4 we have Z,(cp)>Z,(J), and so to prove the 
lemma it is enough to show that 1H: Z,(q)1 = IH: IH(B Let 
IH: Z,(q)1 = r and IH : Z,(s)1 = s. Clearly Z,(q) is a Hall n-subgroup of 
Z,(q) and so we have that IG : Z,(q)1 = IH : Z,(q)1 = r. It follows now by 
Clifford’s Theorem that 
dl)=ecp(l)r (3.8a) 
and 
a(l)=&ql)s, (3.8b) 
where e = [xN, cp] and @ = [aNnH, S]. 
Since cp is the only irreducible constituent of xN lying over 6 by l.l(iii), 
we have 
CX N~H, Sl= Ch cPICvNn~, 4 =4vNnHv 61 =e. (3.8~) 
By part (ii) of the hypothesis, a is the only irreducible constituent of xH 
lying over 6; hence 
CX NnH, Jl= Ch, aICuNnH, aI= l[aNnH, Sl =C. (3.8d) 
Combining (3.8~) and (3.8d) we get 
e = P. (3.8e) 
Since both e and r divide IG : Z,(q)1 they are both rc-numbers, and so 
considering n-parts of (3.8a) we obtain 
x(l),=ecp(l)d. (3.8f) 
By Theorem l.l(iii) we have ~(l),=a(l) and cp(l),=&l), and so (3.8f) 
becomes 
a(l)=e@l)r. 
By (3.8b) and (3.8e) it follows that r = s. 1 
The next result shows that if Theorem B holds for O”(G), then it holds 
for any intermediate normal subgroup N. (O*(G) < N < G.) 
3.9. LEMMA. Let G be z-separable, N 4 G such that GIN is a x-group, 
and HE Hall,(G). Let x E B,(G), and a E Zrr(H) be a Fong character for x 
such that a satisfies: 
(i) every irreducible constituent of aonCoj,H is Fong for On(G) and 
481/151/l-14 
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. . 
(11) if 6 I au”(G)nHT then l,(6) = r,(t)) for the unique t) ( X5n(G) such 
that 6 is Fong for $. 
Then every irreducible constituent of LY,, H is Fong for N and if /3 1 aNn H 
such that /I is Fong for some 8 1 xN, then f,(B) = IH(P). 
Proof: Let @ 1 xN and 9 1 @@jG). Since G = NH, we have 
CV 57G)n H? a5~~G)nHl = [((Pu”(G)~H)~I al = CvZ, a3 2 ih, al > 0. 
In particular, there exists 6 1 Bon(G)n H such that 6 is Fong for cp. Since there 
exists a unique such CP Ix0.(C), it follows that condition (ii) is satisfied by 
$=cp. Since NnHa H we have 
and since 1, (cp) = ZH(8) by hypothesis, it follows that 
Thus we have the following diagram: 
G 
x 
H 
a 
O"(G) n H 
S 
DIAGRAM 2 
By Lemma 3.5 there exists a unique Fong character fi of 8 such that fl 
lies over 6 and /I is the only irreducible constituent of eNnH lying over 6. 
Since a is the only irreducible constituent of xH lying over 6 by Lemma 3.5, 
the character fi must be a constituent of aNnH and by Lemma 3.6 every 
irreducible constituent of aN r\ H is Fong for N. 
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It remains to show that Z,(/I)=Z,(Q. By Lemma 3.8 it is sufficient to 
show that a is the only irreducible constituent of xH lying over /I; but this 
follows easily from the fact that a is the only irreducible constituent of xH 
lying over 6 by Lemma 3.5. 1 
We are now ready to prove Theorem B: 
3.10. THEOREM. Let G be n-separable, HE Hall,(G), and x E B,(G). 
Then there exists a Fong character a E Zrr( H) associated with x such that 
1 
also (‘) 
every irreducibla constituent of aOnCo,n,, is Fong for On(G), and 
(ii) if 6 I aOncGJnH, then Z,(q) = ZH(6), where cp 1~~~~~) such that 6 is 
Fong for cp, 
Prooj We use induction on IGI. We may assume that O*(G) < G for 
if OX(G) = G, then Theorem 3.10 is trivially satisfied by all the Fong 
characters of x. Let N= O”(G) and cp 1 xN. Let also T= Z,(q) and I= Z,(q). 
Once again since T= ZVZ we have that ZE Hall,(T). 
Assume first that T< G and hence that I< H. Let 5 E Irr( T( cp) be the 
Clifford correspondent of x with respect to cp, that is to say tG= x. By 
Corollary 7.6 in [S], we have that <E B,(T), and since O’I(T) = On(G) we 
can apply the inductive hypothesis to T to conclude that there exists a 
Fong character y of 5 such that every irreducible constituent of yNnH is 
Fong for N and if 6 is one of them, then Z,(6) =Z,(cp)=Z, in other words 
6 is invariant in Z. Thus we have 
H 
a 
NnH 
d 
DIAGRAM 3 
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Appealing to 3.4, we have r=Z,(6)~~1,(6)~1,(cp)=I, and so 
I”(@=-IH(CO)* (3.10a) 
Since y~Irr(ZlS), it follows by Clifford’s Theorem that Y” is irreducible. 
Since TH = G, by Mackey’s Theorem we obtain (tc)H = (tTn H)H; in par- 
ticular, yH is an irreducible constituent of (4”)” = xH. Let y” = a E Irr(H). 
Then 01 is Fong for x, because 
Hence it follows by Lemma 3.6 and (3.10a) that a satisfies the conclusions 
of Theorem 3.10 and the result is true in this case. 
We may from now on assume that T= G. Let K= P=‘(G) and 
L = Ux*‘z(G). We may also assume that K< N, for if K= N, then N= 1 by 
z-separability, and this implies that G is a x-group, whence G = H and the 
result is trivial in this case: 
G 
X 
H 
a 
LnH 
DIAGRAM 4 
Since ~0 is invariant in G, it follows by Clifford’s Theorem that 
xN = e% (3.10b) 
where e is a n-number. Since IN : Kl is a n’number, it follows by 
Lemma 6.5 in [S] that 
fpK=@, + ..’ -tB,, (3.1Oc) 
where all the 6;s are distinct. Moreover, s is a &-number because s 1 IN : KI. 
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Combining (3.10b) and (3.10~) we obtain 
xK= e(8, + ... + e,), (3.10d) 
and hence by Clifford’s Theorem we have IG : Z,(e,)l = s for all in. { 1, . . . . s}. 
Therefore, since s is a n’-number, there exists a t E { 1, . . . . s} such that Z,(O,) 
contains H. Let 8 = 0, and note that 8 is invariant in HZ. Let p 1 eKH such 
that p 1 xKH. Since 8 E B,(K), it follows by Theorem 2.6(ii) that p E B,(KZZ). 
It is easy to see that P(KZZ) = L, and so by the inductive hypothesis 
applied to KH, there exists a Fong character c1 for p such that every 
irreducible constituent c of aLr\H is Fong for L and is such that ZH(c)= 
Z,($), for the Ic/ 1 pr. such that i is Fong for ICI. 
Since 8 is invariant in KH, it follows by Lemma 4.1 in [S] that 
x(l) 41) -=- 
~(1) e(l) 
(3.10e) 
which implies that [xN, cp] = e = [pK, 01, that is, pK= et7. Applying 
Lemmas 3.9 and 3.5 to KH gives !xKnH = es, where 6 is Fong for 8. By 
Lemma 3.7 we have that 6 is also Fong for cp and in particular, since both 
cp and 6 are invariant in H, we have that 
Z,(cp)=Z,(6)= H. (3.10f) 
Finally, since e is a n-number, we have 
and so a is a Fong character for x. Equation (3.10f) now ensures that c1 
satisfies the conclusions of Theorem 3.10 and the proof is complete. 1 
3.11. COROLLARY. Let G be n-separable, HE Hall,(G), N CI G such that 
G/N is a n-group, and x E B,(G). Then there exists a Fong character a of x 
such that every irreducible constituent of tlNnH is Fong for N and if 
Bla NnHy then ZH(e) = ZH(B), w h ere 8 1 XN such that b is Fong for 8. 
Proof: Since O’(G) < N, by Theorem 3.10 there exists a Fong character 
c1 of 1 such that every irreducible constituent of aOncGj n H is Fong for On(G) 
and if Gjcron(cj,, is associated with some cp I x0.(C), then Z,(q) = Z,(6). 
The result now follows by Lemma 3.9. 1 
3.12. COROLLARY. Let G be n-separable, N 4 G such that G/N is a 
n-group, HE Hall,(G), and x E B,(G). Also let a I xH and cp IXN be such that 
aNnH and qNn H have a common irreducible constituent 6 such that 6 is 
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Fong for q. Then c1 is Fong for x and GI is the only irreducible constituent of 
xH lying over 6 if and only if i,(q) = In(b). 
Proof This is true by Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.5. 1 
Let Schar(G) denote the set {cp E Irr(N) 1 N6 G}. Whenever cp and 8 are 
elements of Schar(G) such that Dom(cp) 6 Dam(B), we shall use the nota- 
tion cp < f3 to denote the fact that cp is an irreducible constituent of t&,,Cpj. 
3.13. DEFINITION. Given the lower r&-series of G, 
l=N,aK,,,a ... aNOdKO=G, (3.13a) 
and x E B,(G), a chain of irreducible characters: 
1 = cp(m) <e(m) < . . . < q(O) < e(O) =x (3.13b) 
where tiCi) E B,(K,) and ‘pCi) E B,( Ni) satisfying 
for all iE (0, 1, . . . . m} is called a good B,-chain of x. 
Next we show that given XE B,(G), where G is n-separable, a good 
B,-chain of x always exists. We prove first the following lemma: 
3.14. LEMMA. Let G be z-separable, HE Hall,(G), and KG N< G both 
normal in G such that GIN is a n-group and N/K a rt’-group. Let also 
cp E B,(N). Then there exists a 0 1 qK such that 
z,(e) = zm. 
Proof Since N has z-index in G, we must have that G = NH. Let 
T= Z,(q) and Z= Z,(q). Notice that T = NZ and thus Z is in fact a Hall 
a-subgroup of T. Since ( 111, 1 G : NI ) = 1, it follows by Glauberman’s lemma, 
13.8 in [3], that (Pi has an Z-invariant irreducible constituent, say 8. Thus 
ZJO) 2 Z,(q). The reverse inclusion is obtained by noticing that 8 E B,(K) 
by Theorem 2.6(i), and by part (iii) of the same theorem it uniquely deter- 
mines cp. Hence Z,,(O) E Z,(q) and the result follows. 1 
By applying Lemma 3.14 repeatedly to pairs of terms in the lower 
zrr’-series of G, we see that, given any x E B,(G), a good B,-chain of x can 
always be constructed. Thus we have the following corollary: 
3.15. COROLLARY. Let G be n-separable, HE Hall,(G), and x E B,(G). 
Then a good B,-chain of 1 always exists. 
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It is clear from the definition that conjugating a good B,-chain of x with 
any element of H gives us another good &-chain of x. 
3.16. DEFINITION. Let G be n-separable and HE ~u~~*(G~, Let x E B,(G) 
and let a E Irr(H) be a Fong character for II. Then we say that cx is daringly 
n-Fong if 
(i) a is 7c-Fong, and 
(ii) whenever 
1 =p)<p-‘)< . . . <@‘<a (3.16a) 
is a chain of irreducible characters such that 6(‘) E IrrfH n NJ is Fong for 
cp”) E B&V,) in a good &-chain of x, then 
z,,,H(~(i))=z~,~H(Zjfi)) (3.16b) 
for all in (0, 1, . . . . m). 
Notice that if a is strongly Ir-Fong for x, then ~5~‘) is strongly n-Fong for 
cpCi) for all ie{O, l,,.., m}. Since Ni n H = K,, , n H, it follows by 
Lemma 3.7 that ~5~‘) is Fong for 13(j+ I) and in fact strongly n-Fong. Notice 
also that by (3.13~) and (3.16b) it follows that ZK,nH(O(i+ I’) = ZKi,,(6’“). 
3.17. LEMMA. Let G he ~-separable, HE Hauls, and MCI G such that 
G/M is a x-group. Let x E B,(G) and a a strongly n-Fong e~aracter for x. 
Then euery irreducible co~~~tituent of aMnH is strongly n-Fong for M. 
Proof. We first make the obvious remark that O’(M)= P(G). Let 
1 =N,aK,,,a ... aNoaKo=G (3.17a) 
be the lower &-series of G. Let 
I=$9 fm) <(p) < . . . < $p’ < (g(O) = x (3.17b) 
be a good B,-chain of x and 
1 =S(“)<g(m-l)< . . . <d(O)<a (3.17c) 
the corresponding chain of Fong characters. Since M has n-index in G, we 
have NoaMa&=G and, in particular N,nHdMnH. Let B(aMnH. 
Then by Lemma 3.9, we have that b is Fong for M associated with some 
$1 xill. Since M n H a H, all irreducible constituents of aMnH are con- 
jugate, and so we may assume without any loss of generality that p lies 
over 6”‘: 
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G 
X 
M 
II 
NO 
cp (01 
H 
K 
MnH 
P 
N,,nH=K,nH 
#Ol 
DIAGRAM 5 
To show that /I is strongly rr-Fong for A4 it is enough to show that 
l=cp cm’< /p’ < . . . < ($0’ < $ (3.17d) 
is a good B,-chain of $ and also that the corresponding chain of Fong 
characters 
1=6(m)<gm-l)< . . . <$O’<p (3.17e) 
satisfies the conditions 
zK,nH((P(i’)=zK,nH(~(i)) forall iE{l,...,m} 
and 
Z MnH((P(O’)=z~,H(6(O’). 
(3.17f) 
017g) 
By (3.17b) we have that ZK,nH((p(i’)=ZK,nH(e(if”) and by (3.17f) we see 
that ZK n H cp”‘) = Z ( 
need to show that 
K,n H(b(i)) for all i > 1. To complete the proof we only 
Z MnH((p(o’)=z,,“(e(“)=z~unH(6(o’). (3.17h) 
But by (3.17a) and (3.17b) we have 
z,(cp’“‘) = z&Y”) = Z&YO’) 3 
and intersecting these equalities with M gives (3.17h) and this completes 
the proof. i 
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3.18. THEOREM. Let G be a n-separable group, HE Hall,(G), and 
x E B,(G). Then there exists a strongly 7c-Fong character a associated with x. 
ProojI We use induction on { Gj. 
Let 
l=N,<&< ... <iV,<&=G 
be the lower &-series of G, and let by Corollary 3.15 
1 = qp’“’ < (j(m) < . . . < (p’ < fJ(O) = x 
be a good B,-chain of ;x. 
(3.18a) 
(3.18b) 
We may assume that No < G, for if No = G, then Kr is the first proper 
subgroup in (3.18a), and by the inductive hypothesis applied to K, , there 
exists a strongly rr-Fong character 6 (‘) for 0(‘). By Lemma 3.7, we have that 
a(‘) is also Fong for x, since G/K, is a rr’-group. Since a(l) satisfies condi- 
tions (3.16b) obviously for i = 1 and by the inductive hypothesis for i > 1, 
we may choose a = lj(lf and theorem is true in this case. Let T(O) = Z&tp’*‘) 
and I$*) be the Clifford correspondent of x with respect to cp’*‘. Assume first 
that T(O) c G. Then we have: 
G 
x 
No 
(#O’ 
DIAGRAM 6 
By Lemma 7.6 in [S] we have that ?$“)E ~~(~(*~), and since O*(T(*)) = 
P(G), by the inductive hypothesis apphed to T(O) there exists a Fong 
character y of l(O) such that y is strongy n-Fong for c(O). Let us now 
consider the following good B,-chain of g(O): 
l= (p’ ( fp) < . . . < (p(O) < p). (3.18~) 
(Notice that (3.18~) is indeed a good B,-chain of r(O) since Z~(O)*~(~(‘)) = 
T(O) n H = Z,, (q(O)) = ZH (@‘)), that is to say both q(O) and S(r) are invariant 
in T(*)n H an~,~~~,j::“,H(rp(0))=Z~,~,~*(~(l))= T’O’nII; furthermore 
z,.,,(p) = z ’ ) for all i> 1 by (3.18b).) 
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Since y is strongly 7r-Fong for <‘O’ there exists a chain of Fong characters 
corresponding to (3.18c), namely 
1 =~(m’<(p-I’ < . . . < d(O) < y (3.18d) 
such that 
and 
I K,nH(G(i))=zK,,H((P(i’) for all i> 1 (3.18e) 
Zr,o,nH(6(0’)=ZT~o,,H(~(o))=T(o)nH. (3.18f) 
Hence, by Lemma 3.4 we have Z,(S(“)) < Z,(cp(‘)) = Z’(O) n H = 
ZT(ojn H(8(0)) < 1,(6(O)) and therefore 
ZH(d(0)) = Z&p(O)). (3.1&z) 
In view of (3.18g) we can deduce from Lemma 3.5 that there exists a 
Fong character u of x such that c1 lies over &co) and the argument of the 
proof shows that in fact c1= yH. Hence 
1 =#m)<g(-‘)< . . . <(p’<~ 
is a chain of Fong characters corresponding to the good B,-chain in 
(3.18b), and by (3.18e) and (3.18g), it follows that CI is strongly 7c-Fong. 
(Condition (i) of Definition 3.16 easily follows from Lemma 3.6.) Therefore, 
from now on we may assume that (p(O) is invariant in G, and hence in H. 
Since (3.18b) is a good B,-chain of x, it follows that 13~‘) is also invariant 
in H. Let p(l)1 (#l))KIH such that p(‘)l xKIH. Since K, H/K, is a rc-group, it 
follows by Theorem 2.6(b) that p(I) E B,(K, H), and by the inductive 
hypothesis applied to K, H, there exists a Fong character a of p(l) such that 
c( is strongly z-Fong for p(l): 
G 
x 
No 
(#O’ 
H 
a 
N,nH=K,nH 
gco, 
N,nH 
DIAGRAM I 
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By Lemma 3.9 it follows that 
a K,nH=ecltd(o), (3.18h) 
where e” i = [cr,, H, ;5(*‘] = [(p”))K,, B”‘]. By Lemma 3.7 we have that 
6(O) is also Fong for p(O) and it follows easily from Lemma 4.1 in [5] that 
e(l)= [xNo, p(O)]. (3.18i) 
Using (3.1%) and Clifford’s Theorem, we have that x( 1) = e(‘$“‘( l), 
and taking n-parts of this equality we obtain 
(x(l)), =e(‘)(c;o(‘)(l)), = e”‘(fY”(l)),= e(‘)6”)(1) = a(1). 
Therefore ty is a Fong character for x. By Lemma 3.17, we have that 6”) 
is strongly x-Fong for K, , and by assumption IH(#O)) = H = IH(cp(0)) = 
IH(#‘)). This completes the proof that o[ is strongly n-Fong character, since 
the chain of characters 
1 =(S(ml<d(M-‘)< . . . <fi(O)<cI 
is the corresponding chain of Fong characters to the good En-chain (3.18b) 
and I,,,(cp(“)=1,,,(6”‘) for all iE (0, 1, . . . . m>. i 
As a corollary to Theorem 3.17 we get Theorem C. 
3.19. COR~IJAIW. Let G be x-separable, HE Hall,(G), and x E B,(G). 
Then some Fong character 01 E Zrr(H) associated with x is n-Fong. 
Our aim will to be show that strongly n-Fong characters are in fact 
subnormally Fong, for then Theorem 3.18 will guarantee their existence 
and this will answer Isaacs’ question. We need one more proposition. 
3.20. PROPOSITION. Let G be ~-separable and Mu G such that G/M is 
a ~‘-group. Let x E B,(G), and a a strongly z-Fang character for x. Then CY 
is strongly x-Fong for M. 
To prove this proposition we need the following lemma, 
3.21. LEMMA. Let G be n-separable, M and N normal subgroups of G 
such that G= MN with G/M being a n-group and G/N a $-group. Let 
p E B,(M) and 8 E B,(N) such that pMMn  and e,,,,, n have common 
irreducible constituent qx Then 
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Proof. By Theorem 2.6(ii), p is the only irreducible constituent of (Pi 
that lies in B,(M). Thus cp uniquely determines p and I,(p) 2 Z,(q). By 
Glauberman’s lemma, 13.9 in [3], every irreducible constituent of P,,,~ H is 
invariant in I,(p) and in particular Z,(q) 2 Z,(p) and the result 
follows. 1 
3.22. COROLLARY. Let G, M, N be as in Lemma 3.21. Let XE B,(G), let 
61xN, and let pIxM. Then there exists a unique 1(1 EIrr(Mn N) such that 
t-0 MnH, $1 +oz CPMM~HY 11/l. 
Proof: Let cp and 5 be irreducible constituents of both eMnH and 
pMn H. Then by Clifford’s theorem we have that cp” = 5 for some n E N. We 
now have that cp is an irreducible constituent of both p and p”. Since M/N 
is a n/-group, Theorem 2.6(ii) forces p = p”. Since n fixes p it must also fix 
cp, by Lemma 3.21 above. It therefore follows that cp = cp” = <. [ 
We are now ready to prove Proposition 3.20. 
Proof (of Proposition 3.20). We use induction on 1 G(. 
Case 1. O”(G) < G. Let 
l=N,aK,a ... aNouKo=G (3.2Ca) 
be the lower &-series of G. Since a is a strongly n-Fong character for x 
we can find a good B,-chain 
l=cp cm) < p, < . . . < p <(j(O) = x (3.20b) 
of x, and a corresponding chain 
1 =J(m)<(yj(m-l)< . . . <d(O)<a (3.20~) 
of Fong characters, such that 
I,, H(#)) = I,, HtBci’) (3.20d) 
for all ikz (0, 1, . . . . m}. Let M be any normal subgroup of G with rc’-index 
in G. Then M n On(G) u O”(G), and since M n OX(G) has xl-index in 
O’(G), we have 
Mn On(G) 2 Onn’(G). (3.20e) 
Similarly Mn O”(G) is normal and has n-index in M, and hence 
Mn O”(G) 2 On(M). (3.20f) 
Let 
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1=&4&u ... u&l&=M ww 
be the lower &-series of M. It follows by (3.20e) that Mn No 2 K,, 
and by (3.2Of) that ~n~~~~~. Let Js(‘)/ (~(~))~n~o such that 
$“‘E B,(Mn No). By 2.6(iii) there exists a unique such I@“’ lying over #it. 
Clearly tj”’ also lies below cp (‘) So we have the following conliguration: . 
DIAGRAM 8 
H 
a 
It is easy to see that ZH(B(‘)) < 1H(t+510)) < IH((o”)) = I,(#‘)), where the 
last equality follows from the fact that (3.20b) is a good &-chain for x. 
Hence 
Zff(lpO’) = zw(cp’o’) = If@)). (3.20h) 
By the remarks following Definition 3.16 we know that 6(O) is strongly 
n-Fong for ylfo), and since Mn No has z’-index in No (= O”(G) < G), we 
can apply our inductive hypothesis to No for the normal subgroup Mn No 
to conclude that 8(O) is strongly a-Fong for I/#‘). 
Let 
1 = (p < fy”’ < . . . < jy’) < @j(O) < Ii/(O) (3.2Oi) 
be a good &-chain for g(O) where 4(j) E B,(fii) for 0 < i < n, and ijti) E 
B,( &) for 1~ i < n. (As remarked earlier in the proof, MA No has n-index 
in M and so the lower It&-series of M n No is (3.2Og), apart from the term 
& which is replaced by M n No.) 
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Also let 
1 = p) < p- 1) < . . <(p) < g(o) (3.2Oj) 
be the corresponding chain of Fong characters such that 
z~,nH(~(i))=z~,,nH(~(i)) for all 1 < i < n 
and 
Let p 1(11/(O))” such that p is a constituent of x,+,. Then by 
Theorem 2.6(ii) it follows that p E B,(M). Now by (3.2Od) and (3.20h) we 
have Z,(y?“‘) = 1,(6(O)), and so by Lemma 3.5, there exists a Fong charac- 
ter tl’ for p such that ~4 lies over 6 (‘). furthermore a’ is the only irreducible , 
constituent of pH that lies over b(O). Since ZH(cp’o))=ZH(8(o)), a further 
application of Lemma 3.5 tells us that u = tl’, since CI is the only constituent 
of xH lying over 8(O). 
It remains to show that Z,(@“)) = ZH(8’)). We will do that by 
showing that c( is in fact the only irreducible constituent of pH that lies 
over g(O), and thus the result will then follow by Corollary 3.12. Observe 
first that 8’) is in fact strongly n-Fong for e(O). We also have that 
Z MnNonHi@(o))=bfnNonH (8(O)), and thus it follows by Lemma 3.5 that 
Irr(M n No n HI 8’)) consists entirely of irreducible characters that are 
Fong (in fact strongly rc-Fong) for Mn No. Therefore it follows that 
there exists a bijection from Irr(M n No I@“‘) into Irr(M n No n H I$(‘)). 
Clearly $(‘)E Irr(Mn No I$(‘)), and under the above bijection, it 
corresponds to J(O) E Irr(M n No n HI 8’)). Thus if t,V 1 P,,,~ N0 is such that 
$’ E Irr(Mn No ( q(O)), then there exists an ho E H, such that I+V = ($‘“‘)ho. 
Hence it follows that (B(‘))“O E Irr(Mn No n H I$(‘)), and clearly (8(“))ho is 
the unique irreducible constituent of I+& that lies over 8’). But as remarked 
earlier 01 is the only irreducible constituent of xH, and hence of pH, that lies 
over the H-orbit of d(O). It follows now that TV is the only irreducible 
constituent of pn that lies over 8’), and Corollary 3.12 yields the required 
equality, that is to say, 
Z”(@‘O’) = Z,(PO)). (3.201~) 
We next claim that 
1 = pf) < @“‘< . . . < ($0) <g(o) = p (3.2011) 
is a good B,-chain of p, where @@) and 8(j) are as in (3.2Oi) for 0 < i < n. 
To prove this claim we need only show that Z,($J(‘)) = ZH(@‘)), because 
by (3.2Oi) the remaining conditions are satisfied. But this is clear from the 
fact that Z,(@‘)) < ZH(Vj(‘)) = ZH(8’)) < I,(@“)), for then we have equality 
throughout and the claim is proved. 
The chain of Fong characters corresponding to (3.20m) is clearly 
1 =p)<$@-I)< ..* <pt<&$ , 
and so by (3.20k) and (3.2Om) it follows that c( is strongly n-Fong for pS 
Hence OL is strongly rr-Fong for M, and the proposition follows in this case. 
Cftse 2. O”(G) = G. In this case ~-separability implies that K, = 
P’(G) <G. In the notation of j3.20af and (3.2Ob), we have that rpiO) = 
t)(o)=~ and a(O)= . 01 Let tf(” be the unique irreducible constituent of xKi 
such that 61 is Fong for d I (I) By the remarks following Definition 3.16, we 
see that c1 is strongly n-Fong for 8 (l) Let p be the unique irreducible . 
constituent of xnr lying over G(. Then by Lemma 3.7 we know that c1 is Fong 
for p. Let (?, (O) be an irreducible constituent of paO- (We use the same 
notation for the lower &-series of M as in (3.20gf.) Clearly tfof is also an 
irreducible constituent of pKI, and so by Corollary 3.22, it follows that, 
upon restriction to fi, n K1, the characters @co) and ecll have unique com- 
mon irreducible constituent tr/ (I). (We may, without any loss of generality, 
assume that e(i) lies over (P(‘), since rp(‘) is just any one of the irreducible 
constituents of ~$~I~~~~.~ Thus we have 
H 
n 
Let 8”’ be an irreducible constituent of a~~~~,,,,, such that Tic”) is Fong 
for $(I). By Lemma 3.17, we have that 8’) is strongly rc-Fong for $(I) since 
cx is strongly n-Fong for @(I! Let Pttll (@*))R, such that 8’) is Fong for PC’). 
Then by the inductive hypothesis applied to RO R K, (with R, in the place 
of M), we can conclude that 8’) is strongly n-Fong for 8”) since 8’) is 
strongly n-Fong for $(I? 
Let 
1+j’“‘<pl’< ,,, <p<p (3.200) 
be a good Z&-chain for 8{1), where $7~~~) E ZI,(#J, and ‘8(‘) E B,(&) for all 
14 i < rz, using the notation of (3.2Og). Since 8’) is strongly n-Fong for 
Bf’) > e I t 
~=p’<p-“< _*. <ijfl)<~Ku C3.2QPl 
be the chain of Fong characters co~esponding to (3.20o). Then 
Z&&jP’) = Z&&(j)) for all 1 <:i,in. f33w 
Next we claim that 
is a good &-chain for p, that 
l=p)<pl)< . . . <p)<$1@<@ (3.20s) 
is the corresponding chain of Fong characters, and that f~jOH(@i’) = 
ZR?- &8’)) for alf 0 ,< i< n. By (3.200) and (3.20@, we need only show that 
z,(p) = ZH(A”‘) = Z~(~(O)). 
By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 we have 
z,(~(“))~z,(B~l)),<z,(~‘o’). (3.2(h) 
Clearly we have that Z,(@(‘))E Hall,(ZM(@‘OJ)). By Lemma 3.21 it follows 
that ZK,(@‘O’) = Z&V’)) an since ZK,(Q5’o’) is normal and has rr’-index in d 
ZM(@@)), it follows that ZK,(@“‘) contains all Hall n-subgroups of ZM(@‘o)). 
Since Z,($‘“‘) E Hall,(Z,,(~“‘)), we have that Z,.,($“‘) E Hall,(ZK,(@(o))) 
and by the above ZH(@‘)) E Hall,(Z,,, (@‘O))) Therefore 
Z,(yv”) = z#@P’). (3.2Ou) 
By Lemma 3.9 we have ~~(~(~~~=Z~(~~‘~); hence by (3.2Ou) we have 
that Z~,(~(‘~)=Z*(~~~~)~ and by (3.20t) it follows that 
Z&?&P) =Z,(P’) = z,(p)), 
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The above equality ensures that (3.20r) is a good &-chain for p and that 
(3.20s) is the corresponding chain of Fong characters such that 
z~inH(~(i))=z~,n,(g(i)) for all 0 6 i < n, 
thereby proving that a is strongly rc-Fong for M. This completes the proof 
of Proposition 3.20. 1 
3.23. THEOREM. Let G be x-separable, x E B,(G), and a a strongly 
rc-Fong character of x, then CI is subnormally Fong for 1. 
Proof: We argue by induction on IGI. Let S be a proper subnormal 
subgroup of G. Then S is a subnormal subgroup of some maximal normal 
subgroup M of G and since G is R-separable, the quotient G/M is either a 
n-group or a rc’-group. 
If G/M is a rc’-group, then a is strongly n-Fong for M be Proposi- 
tion 3.20, and by the inductive hypothesis applied to M, a is subnormally 
Fong for M. In particular if b 1 tlHn s then /? is Fong for S. 
If G/M is n-group, then by Lemma 3.17 every irreducible constituent of 
aMnH is strongly rr-Fong for M, and by the inductive hypothesis applied 
to M, every irreducible constituent of CL,,,,~~ is subnormally Fong for M. In 
particular, if b 1 aHn s, then j? is Fong for S. 
Hence, in either case, a satisfies the requirements of a subnormally Fong 
character of G. 1 
Clearly Theorem A is an easy corollary of Theorems 3.18 and 3.23 
above. 
We finish by looking at Isaacs Example 9.1 in [6]. Isaacs provides this 
example to demonstrate that not all Fong characters associated with a 
x E B,(G) behave well with respect to normal subgroups. We will apply our 
foregoing theory to show that there exists a Fong character a associated 
with x such that a behaves well with respect not only to normal subgroups 
but to subnormal subgroups as well. 
EXAMPLE (9.1 in [6]). Let D8, the dihedral group of order 8, act on A, 
with the cyclic C of order 4 as the kernel of this action. Let G denote the 
semidirect product of A, by D8 with respect to this action. For simplicity 
of notation write A = A, and D = D,. Take rr = { 2) and notice that since 
G is soluble it is clearly n-separable. 
Let 0 E Irr(A) be the unique faithful character of A, (of degree 3) and 
1, E Irr(C) be one of the two faithful characters of C. It is not difficult to 
show that (en)” is irreducible, equal to x say, and in fact 1 E B,(G). 
481/151/l-15 
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Let Y denote the Klein 4 group contained in A, then H= VD is a Hall 
n-subgroup of G. The following three claims are justified in Isaacs [6]. 
(i) xH = a, + a2 + aj, where ai is Fong for x for i= 1,2, 3. 
Let K be a normal subgroup of D such that Kr V, and consider the 
subgroup N = AK of G. Clearly N a G since 1 G : NI = 2. 
(ii) xN is the sum of two distinct irreducible characters, say Ic/1 
and J/Z. 
(iii) Only one of the ai for i = 1,2,3, reduces to the sum of two linear 
characters upon restriction to H n N. 
Following claim (iii) above let (a ) I IVnH=;?l +A,,, where 3Li is Fong for 
$, and .& is Fong for $*. It is not hard to show that (aZ)NnH = 
kJNnN= p which by claim (iii) is irreducible. 
We show that a = a, is in fact subnormally Fong. Consider the lower 
&-series of G, 
laVaAaG, 
where A = On(G) and V= ORX’(G). We now have that xa = 20 and aA n H = 
2~~ where ~=(~I)AnH=(WAnH and (aZ)AnH=BAnH=(a3)AnH= 
p1 + p2. We clearly have that ZH(0) = Z-Z and Z,(z)= ZZ. It is easy to see 
that since z is a linear character it is strongly z-Fong for 8 and by the 
stabilizer condition above, the character a is stronger x-Fang, All that 
remains to show is that a is in fact subnormally Fong. 
Clearly any subnormal subgroup is contained in a maximal normal 
subgroup of G and the maximal normal subgroups of G are A x C and two 
more of type AK where X is a Klein-4 subgroup of f). In either case, the 
character a restricted to a Hall n-subgroup of a maximal normal subgroup 
is the sum of two Iinear characters. Therefore if S -=XI G and S # G, then 
the constituents of aHnS are linear and thus they are Fong for S. 
In the above example and all the other examples we looked at it seems 
as though every Fong character is in fact n-Fong. So we naturally ask the 
following question: 
3.24. Question. Let G be z-separable and x E Z?,(G). Is every Fong 
character associated with x a x-Fong character? 
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